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Finding the Time for Your Coaching Dream:  
How To Fit The ICCA Program Into Any Schedule 

(Even If You’re Busy, Overscheduled, or Prone to Procrastination) 

 

Welcome! 
 
If you’re reading this book, then we know you’re seriously considering becoming a coach. 
We’re excited to have you here, and honored to know you’re considering our program.   
(www.TryTheProgram.com)  
 
We also know you wouldn’t be reading this if you weren’t wondering how to fit the 
program into your already-busy schedule…  
 
You’re not alone.  
 
Having a life-dream doesn’t automatically clear a space in your schedule to accomplish that 
dream. (Wouldn’t that be nice?) In fact, many of our students and graduates started the 
coaching certification with jam-packed schedules, full of very important responsibilities. 
Various students in the ICCA program are: caring for children, caring for aging parents, 
working full-time, running a business, recovering from serious illness, moving halfway 
across the world, building websites, writing books, and so on – and, working their way 
through the ICCA coach certification program.  
 
How, you ask, do they do it?  
 
Well, that is exactly what we’re going to reveal in the pages of this book. They are doing it – 
some quickly, some slowly – and we’re going to teach you how you can do it too.  

Our Goal 
 
The goal of this book is to help you “find the time” to complete the ICCA program and 
realize your dream of becoming a coach. We say, “find,” because (as our stories of actual 
ICCA students and alumni will illustrate) there’s often more time available to us than we 
realize. This book will give you ideas and strategies to uncover that time. The book will also 
teach you how to build a new schedule for yourself, one that funnels your time toward your 
most important goals and priorities.  
 
Excited? Then let’s get started by meeting some of our students and alumni: 
 

http://www.trytheprogram.com/


(Jayla’s)1 Story:  

I’m a Pastor, a mother, and a wife – I have a lot of others kinds of things going on. I wanted to 
make sure I could carve out time for [the program].  

Charlotte’s Story:  

My daughter in law has had severe post partum depression so I have had care of the new 
baby. Plus, I’m a caretaker for my mom who is 81. She has lots of doctor’s appointments. So I 
care for people, plus care for two households. 

Ava’s Story:  

I’m in the middle of writing a book, and trying to market another book. But the coaching was 
something I wanted in my life. I was afraid of being so committed – of how much time it would 
take to finish all the modules. 

Daniel’s Story:  

I work full time, and I have a wife and two [elementary-school aged] kids. Depending on the 
time of year, I work more or less. Even if I’m tired when I get home late from work, I still need 
to clean up dinner, make the lunches for the next day, and help with the bedtime routine.   

Ruby’s Story:  

For me it was not so much not having time, as organizing my time. When I came into ICCA I 
actually had a huge amount of time because I was out of work. What time commitments I had 
primarily had to do with getting my daughter (who has a chronic illness) to appointments 
and doing research on her behalf. But I’m not a naturally organized and disciplined person, so 
I was concerned about organizing my time to do the assignments.  

Patti’s Story:  

When I started the program, my son was 18 months old and needed care, but my husband was 
around a lot so I wasn’t worried. But, halfway through the program he started a new, full-
time job with a long commute, and my schedule got really tight. I couldn’t afford a lot of 
childcare. That was the point where I had to get creative about finding time in my schedule to 
complete the program.  

Is this you? 
 
Do any of the stories described above sound familiar to you? If so, you’re not alone. This 
good news is that all of these hurdles and questions can be overcome. We’re going to 
address most of them in the pages that follow.  

                                                        
1 All names have been changed for reasons of confidentiality.  Quotations have been 
paraphrased for readability—but not changed in content or meaning—resulting from 
detailed interviews with the students. 



 

A reminder of the ICCA flexibility… 
 
As you probably already know, the ICCA program is structured for maximum flexibility. 
This is our intentional design to make coach training accessible to busy people (like you). 
To summarize: 
 

 Although there are only 12 modules, and the program can be completed in as little 
as 12 weeks, you have up to one year to complete it and receive your certification 
 

 Even if you complete the program in the weeklong fast-track version, you still have 
access to the live supervision sessions for a full year 

 
 The main instructional podcasts for each module are pre-recorded, so you can 

watch and listen to them any time of the day or night – as many times as you like 
 

 We offer live supervision sessions 7 days a week, at varying times – you choose 
which ones to attend 

 
 Our Facebook page allows students an easy way to connect with other students to 

do the practice assignments – and since we have students from all over the world, 
it’s relatively easy to find someone available when you are 

 
 Assuming you decide to go forward with the program, we also offer a money-back 

guarantee on the tuition, right up until the final class… the risk is entirely on us 
 
This summary is to let you know that, if you need to start a (wonderful, in our no-so-humble 
opinion!) coach certification program on a tight schedule, ICCA is the place to do it.  And in 
case you haven’t checked it out, you can listen to the testimonials of dozens of students, 
alumni, and previous customers on our website (www.TryTheProgram.com)   
 
So, the only question that remains is, how to do it?  

The “Method to our Madness” 
 
This book is a combination of information and activities; they will lead you though the 
process of carving out the time you’ll need you finish the coach certification program. 
We’re pretty confident you’ll find success, even if you believe your schedule is tighter than 
most. We highly recommend you do all the activities; that’s where the book has its main 
power to help you create a breakthrough for yourself.  

  

http://www.trytheprogram.com/


Part I: Get Motivated  

Making time for a new project is largely about three things: motivation, goals and habits. 
Let’s talk about motivation first. 

Patti’s Story: 

When I started the ICCA program, I had a vision of myself, owning my own business, setting 
my own hours so I could be around for my toddler when he needed me, and getting paid well 
enough that working part-time was all I needed to do. I really wanted this for myself – it 
wasn’t just about me, but doing what was best for my family.  
 
Initially, I planned to go through the program in 12 weeks, the shortest possible time. But I 
ended up taking 11 months. There were times when I was bogged down in one assignment or 
another, or times when I had no time to work on them because I didn’t have child care, and I 
got very discouraged. I was tempted to quit and just get a job somewhere to pay the bills. But 
after a day of feeling sorry for myself, I remembered why I was working on this and I said to 
myself, “You know you’ll do this no matter what it takes,” and I did. I pulled myself up and kept 
going. And I did that because of how much I wanted the end result.  
 
Having a compelling vision of your future is vital to creating room in your full schedule for 
a new project. Why? Two reasons: First, this vision will motivate you to make the initial 
effort to change your schedule – and it does take some conscious effort. Second, having that 
motivating vision will help you “get back on the horse” when you experience setbacks in 
living this new schedule. (And, it’s okay when you do, because – trust me – everyone else has 
them too.) It’s like learning to skate – it’s natural to fall down a couple of times before you 
get the hang of it.   
 
With that in mind, let’s pause and articulate your compelling vision before moving on to the 
“time management” sections of this book.  

Activity: Create Your Compelling Vision 

What It Is:  

This is an opportunity to fully “flesh out” what your life will look like when you are a 
certified coach – and to fully feel what it is about that vision that is so appealing to you.  

What To Do:  

Write down answers to the following questions. Don’t just think about it in your head – 
really get it out there with actual words. If you prefer, you can draw answers in picture 
form.  
 

1. Why do you want to become a certified, professional coach?  



 
2. What will your business look like when you get there – for example, when you have 

built a successful practice?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What will your life look like when you have built that practice?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. How will your life be different than it is now?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. And finally, why do you want that? (What you wrote in #3 and #4, above.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final Thoughts:  

How motivating is your vision? If you wrote (or drew) this vision with enough detail and 
emotional honesty, it should be pretty motivating – you should really want it.  
 
(By the way, if you don’t, consider (a) going back and adding more detail, (b) digging deeper 
about why you want that vision for yourself, or (c) consider the possibility that coaching isn’t 
actually what you want, that you really want something else instead. If this is the case, let me 
know and I’ll be happy to help you figure out what that something is.)  
 
What if you really want it, but are afraid you can’t get there for some reason? Don’t worry – 
that’s exactly what we’re going to work on in the rest of this book. Just hold on to the vision.  



Activity: The Time Journal 
 
The time journal is probably the most important activity in this book. That’s because 
you need an accurate picture of what you actually do with your week before you can really 
choose the most important scheduling goals for you.   
 
Here’s a perfect example. I had a client who wanted to find herself a new job. She described 
one of her biggest obstacles as the lack of time for the search. She had a very sick parent, 
and in her mind that was the reason she didn’t have the time. But, when we looked together 
at how she actually allotted the entire week, we realized she actually had quite a bit of 
leisure time. She used it to (1) watch a couple of hours of TV every night, and (2) basically 
spend her entire weekend out socializing with friends.  
 
Why did my client perceive her week as impossibly full, with no wiggle room? Probably 
because her entire week was scheduled to the hilt. She didn’t have any down time, therefore 
it felt like she had no free time. See the difference? Once she saw that, she was able to 
choose to spend less time doing certain things, and she easily freed up enough time for her 
job search.  
 
If course, it’s not always as easy as that. But in any case, the first step is to look at what your 
actual week looks like.  

How To Do It: 

 Take a week to track your actual activities, using the following chart or something 
similar.  

 Use short titles (“Facebook,” “exercise,” etc.).  
 In the blue column on the right, write in the time increments that make sense for your 

schedule – you may break your day into 1-hour slots, 15-min slots, or whatever.  
 If something occurs at roughly the same time every day, write it across each column in 

the same place, so you can see the patterns emerge.  
 Also note time you are sleeping each day.  
 
Important Note: If you’re honest with yourself, this activity may cause you to cringe! (In 
fact it may be harder than filling out an honest budget of your spending.) You will probably 
find that you spend more time on certain activities (like surfing Facebook or other Internet 
fun stuff) than you realized. But summon your courage and complete the task – you’ll be 
glad you did.  
 
Go to the page after the chart to see what to do next.   



 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wed Thursday Friday Saturday 

5am-8am 
       

8am-
12pm 

       

12p-4pm        

4pm-8pm        

8pm-12a        

 



What To Do After You Complete Your Journal: 

Look back over your journal and ask yourself the following questions. The answers will 
help you complete the exercises in the rest of this book.  
 
1. Roughly how much time do you spend in a given week doing the following:  
 

 Working, paid:  Emailing at home: 

 Working or studying, unpaid:  Errands: 

 Family time (include phone calls):  Social Media (Facebook, etc.): 

 Housework:  Church/Temple/Mosque:  

 Self care (exercise, meditation, grooming, etc.):  Hobbies:  

 Administrative (paying bills, etc.):  
 TV, video games, other leisure 

(not hobbies): 

 Socializing and fun with friends:  Other: 

 
 
2. What surprises you about how you spend your time in a given week?  
 
 
 
3. What annual or semi-annual activities might also take up significant time, that aren’t 

listed here because they happen at a different time of year? (For example, you might 
plant a large summer garden, or do all of your family’s holiday shopping, etc.) 

 
 
 
4. What activities MIGHT you be willing to do less of or “trade in” for a while to get more 

of the activities you listed in #3? For example, this might include watching TV, spending 
time on Facebook, going out every Friday and Saturday night, cleaning the kitchen floor 
every single week, planting that summer garden, etc. (Don’t worry if you think you have 
no willpower to make this change, or if you don’t think members in your family will allow 
you to give up those things. We’ll get to that.) 

 
 
 
5. Approximately how much time would you free up in an average week (or month), if you 

“traded in” these optional activities during the time you’re doing the ICCA program?  
 
 
 
Okay! Now we have a baseline of your week, and how you might find some “wiggle room.” 
Let’s look at what to do with that found time.  



Part II: Put Your Flag In The Sand (Set Goals) 
 
By now, you’ve developed a compelling vision for what you want out of a coaching 
program, and you’ve probably seen that you have more “wiggle room” in your weekly or 
monthly schedule that you thought.  
 
Knowing this is the case, we’re going to move ahead and set some long-range goals for you 
– with the assumption that we’ll be able to find the time for them. Right now, this is just 
an assumption, based on the (new?) knowledge that you have some wiggle room.  
 
We’ll get down to the specifics of how you’ll actually fit your new activity into your life in a 
few pages. For now, let’s just “plant your flag in the sand” and make some concrete goals.   

Activity: Working With The Year/Partial Year 

What It Is:  

This step is the starting place for taking a big (possibly overwhelming) goal and breaking it 
down into smaller, more manageable parts.  
 

Important reminder: It’s crucial to start assigning deadlines to pieces of your goal – 
this gets you moving. However, please remember that this is a working document, 
and you will most likely need to adjust your deadlines somewhat after you get going 
and see what the program is really like. Just be sure to re-assign deadlines, rather 
than ditching them altogether when you find you need to adjust.  
 

Step 1: Decide how long you are going to take to complete the ICCA program.  

How long should that be? Let’s say that it takes approximately 5 to 6 hours to complete 
each of the 12 ICCA modules, doing all the required pieces. (Actual time will vary for each 
person, but that’s a ballpark number to start planning.) 
 
That means, if you think you can free up 5 hours a month, give yourself 5 months. If you 
think you can free up 5 hours every two weeks, assume you can do 2 modules every month, 
finishing in six months.  

 
 TIP: Pick a timeline that is generous enough to give you a little wiggle room, but 

not so generous that you think to yourself, “Oh, I have all the time in the world.” 
(That will actually backfire, as you’ll put off the assignments too easily.)  
 

 TIP: On the other hand, avoid picking a timeline based only on what you want to 
do – many students want to finish in 12 weeks, even though they can’t free up 5 
hours a week (for three straight months) to complete the assignments.  



Step 2: Create a block calendar… 

…With one block for every month between your start date and your finish date. Then, write 
in your major sub-goals for each month.  
 

 TIP: Also include any major goals or deadlines for other things going on in your 
life during that time.  

 
Let’s assume for our example that you plan to take six months, completing two modules 
every month. Your calendar might look like this: 

 
 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE 

 
Module 1 
 
Module 2 

 
Module 3 
 
Module 4 

 
Module 5 
 
Module 6 

 
Module 7 
 
Module 8 

 
Module 9 
 
Module 10 

 
Module 11 
 
Module 12 

 Help with 
Mom’s 
surgery and 
recovery  

 Plan & do my 
child’s 6th 
birthday 
party 

 Big summer 
trip with the 
kids 

Step 3: Reconsider Your Timeline One Last Time… 

…Now that you’ve added in your other big life commitments. In the above example, I may 
decide that I need extra time to help with Mom’s recovery. I may also want to give myself a 
break in the month with the big family trip. Now my timeline might look like this:   
 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY 

 
Module 1 
 
Module 2 

 
Module 3 
 

 
Module 4 
 
Module 5 

 
Module 6 
 
Module 7 

 
Module 8 
 
Module 9 

 
Module 10 
 
 

 
Module 11 
 
Module 12 

 Help with 
Mom’s 
surgery 
and 
recovery  

 Plan & do 
my child’s 
6th birthday 
party 

 Big 
summer 
trip with 
the kids 

 

Final Thoughts: 

Remember, you may have to adjust this timeline after you get going. In fact, if you have 
other major commitments in your life, you almost certainly will.  Just remember that this is 
normal; as coach and author Barbara Sher says, “Life is full of chutes and ladders.” The 
important thing is to re-do your block calendar, rather than abandoning it altogether.  



Here are some examples from our students to illustrate this important point:  

Charlotte’s Story: 

Well there were times when my daughter-in-law was gone and my son wasn’t available, so I 
had to put off a few assignments [in order to care for their child]. But they way that [ICCA] has 
it set up makes it very easy to do that. It’s the way the program is set up.  
 

Ruby’s Story:  

The only stress I see is when people put pressure on themselves to get it done in 12 weeks. Or 
when people don’t think its okay to read ahead – even though you get all the modules 
discussed in front of you in the sessions. For example if you’re having trouble picking a niche, 
it’s okay to go ahead and do the values clarification [exercise].  
 
That’s so crucial – to understand that it’s okay for you to determine the speed. For example if 
a medical condition comes up, its okay to take a few months off then start up again. Lots of 
people in the program have already done that.  

Activity: Breaking Months Into Weeks 

What It Is: 

At this point, you have goals for each month leading up to your larger goal of completing 
the ICCA program. Now it’s time to break these sub-goals down farther, into weekly action 
steps.  
 
(It’s okay if you haven’t registered yet – this workbook is designed to help you see how you can 
actually do it, so that you feel confident enough to register. If that’s the case for you, consider 
this a “thought experiment,” one that you can easily turn into your actual set of goals and 
plans.) 

Step 1: Prioritize Your Typical Activities 

Create a chart like the one below and put each of your typical weekly (or monthly) activities 
into one of the lists. Alternatively, you can go back to your time journal and color-code your 
activities (a different color for each of the three categories below). 
 

Essential/Non-Negotiable Essential, But Moveable Negotiable/Optional 

(Your top priorities, which have 
non-negotiable time frames) 

(Other priorities, which can be 
scheduled at varying times) 

(Activities which can be “traded 
in” to make time for new 
projects like ICCA homework) 

 



Step 2: Break The First Month Down Into Weeks  

Create a calendar for each week of this first month with space to block in appointments. 
You can do this on paper, or in your Google, Outlook, or other online calendar you’re 
already using.  You can even print out multiples of the time journal from this workbook as a 
template.  
 

Step 3: Block In Your Essential, Non-Negotiable Items 

What are the very important things you must do each week, which have times that are not 
negotiable? For example, your paid job may have set hours, or your kids’ soccer games may 
be certain days of the week, etc. Mark these time blocks into your weekly calendar.  
 

Step 4: Determine How Much Time You Will Need To Spend Each Week On Your ICCA 
Program, To Make Your Monthly Goals 

Let’s say you plan to complete two modules in a given month. That’s about 10 to 12 hours 
for the month, which means roughly three hours each week.  
 

Step 5: Look For Places Each Week To Block In ICCA Time 

Block in the hours you would need each week to meet your time goal, as appointments with 
yourself. Block in specific start and end times, like any other appointment. You may choose 
to block in specific activities her (watch podcast for Module 1, do marketing homework, etc.) 
or you may leave them open for any ICCA assignment.  
 
Remember that this may be a “rough draft” and you may have to play with this a bit after 
you try it out for a week or two.  
 
Here are some stories from our students on setting aside time each week. Their real-life 
experiences may help you pick some blocks for your own schedule: 

Jayla’s Story: 

Usually Mondays are the days I do the entire module – then go right onto Sharon’s session on 
Monday night. I wanted to do everything on one day – but you have to find a partner so I 
needed to do the module on Monday and the partner assignment on a different day. The 
average module takes about 90 minutes to play, but you have to give yourself 2 hours to play 
back parts of it.  

Ruby’s Story: 

They suggest you attend 6-9 [live supervision] sessions over the entire program…I attended 
roughly 56 sessions. (Laughs) But I had made what was for me an enormous financial 
commitment, so I treated it as though I was going to school and I needed to “get to class.” So 
my time became organized around attending live supervision sessions and then doing enough 
coursework to have something to debrief in those sessions. This gave me a structure around 



which to organize the rest of my life, and energy to get done some things I had not been 
getting done.  

Ava’s Story: 

To do the coach practice sessions with a partner – I took whatever time I had available and 
just asked [on the Facebook page] to see who could match it. I found there always was 
someone who could match it, since people are coming form many different time zones. I 
matched with whoever it happened to be. I put it out there and there was always someone 
who was available at that time.  

Sydney’s Story:  

I’m a full time mom – I have to accommodate [my daughter’s] schedule (right now it is 
karate) and I am a wife, and I have the household to run. I also help my mother – she’s 68. I 
take her to appointments, and she lives 20 minutes away. Trying to accommodate her in her 
home sometimes takes me a couple of hours. I also make time for my religion – praying 5 
times a day, studying. Then there’s the studying for the program. Then there’s the networking 
– I’m at a point of trying to create my first workshop.  
 
What I’ve also done is compartmentalized the hours in my day. 6 hours in my day, 6 in my 
evening, and 4-5 in my night before I go to sleep. I try to keep all of my [ICCA] practice 
sessions in the day. [I do the] same for doctor’s appointments. 
 

Step 6: Add The “Essential, But Moveable” Activities Back In 

These are the activities that are essential to do, but which have moveable times frames. For 
example, you may consider exercise of some sort to be essential, but you may be willing to 
move your yoga class around to fit into your new schedule. This may also include certain 
essential household chores, bill paying, and other things that have to be done but can 
happen at varying times.  
 
Where can you add in items from the “essential, but moveable” list? Again, this will be a 
“rough draft” until you see how it plays out in real life.  
 

Step 7: Add In Some “Negotiable/Optional” Activities 

These may be activities you will be willing to “trade in” temporarily while you complete the 
ICCA program. This may include certain housework chores, certain entertainment activities 
or hobbies, and so forth.  
 
Caution: This is where you can get bogged down, adding back in too many activities that 
are part of your old routine but are not essential. It’s important to be willing to say “No” to 
some of the activities that previously filled up the little spaces in your week – or at least be 
willing to do them less often.  
 



On the other hand, if you try to cut out these items completely, you may leave yourself 
feeling pretty deprived, and your willpower may falter. Keep some, especially as a reward 
for work completed.  

 

Final Thoughts 

Stephen Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People and many other books, 
described the process we just did as “Keeping the big rocks.” In other words, the most 
important goals in your life are the big rocks, and the other goals are the pebbles and the 
sand. Make sure the big rocks get priority scheduling, and let the pebbles and the sand “fill 
in” around them. You can think of it that way as you complete your weekly calendars each 
month – what are your big rocks? Make sure they fit in first, and the little ones will find 
their place.  
 
The best news? You’ll be able to apply the exact same techniques to carve out time to build 
your coaching, practice, as well.  

Goals Need Habits 
 
Are you feeling encouraged, maybe even excited to get started? Great!  
 
Before you do, we’d like to set you up for success. There are a few other things you can do, 
to make sure you can easily follow through on all the terrific goals you have just set.  
 
You see, we know that nobody is perfect. Even the best of plans can crumple under the 
weight of daily obligations, of the expectations (or perceived expectations) of others, of the 
unforeseen crisis that absolutely has to be handled by you. And in stressful times, we tend 
to fall back on our old habits, which fill our time and sidetrack our dreams.  
 
That’s why we need to create new, helpful habits to support our new, wonderful life goals 
and plans.  
 
And that’s what the next section is all about.  
 
 
 
  



Part III: Making It Stick (Good Habits) 

“How we spend our days is, of course, how we spend our lives.” – Annie Dillard 
 
What is a habit, anyway? 
 
Habits are the small, daily things you do that create success in the long run. As such, they 
are incredibly important.  
 
In American culture, at least, we have a mythos of the hero as using super-human will 
power to win success after struggling against near-impossible odds. Abraham Lincoln won 
the Civil War. FDR battled the Great Depression. Even Rosa Parks is usually depicted as 
having started the Montgomery Bus Boycott all by herself. (In reality, she’d been trained for 
months by her local NAACP chapter, of which she was secretary, for this act of civil 
disobedience.)  
 
The common elements of these heroes is that (1) they do it alone, (2) they have super-
human willpower, and/or (3) they have some sort of big break that only comes around 
once in a lifetime. All of this makes for wonderful, exciting storytelling, which is probably 
why we repeat these versions of their stories.  
 
It also makes this kind of success seem inaccessible to regular people.  

 
In fact, research shows that people with a lifetime of sustained successes have (among 
other things) some very good habits. These good habits keep them going when the going 
gets rough. Habits also move them in the direction of their dreams with the small, daily 
tasks that add up to big success. 
 
The good news is, good habits are incredibly important for sustained success, and good 
habits can be learned.  

Habits 101: What You Need To Know 
 
Below are some of the most essential things to know about good habit-making. After this 
overview, we’ll apply these concepts to your goals for adding ICCA into your schedule.  

 

1. Habits Are Better Than Willpower 

When you have good habits, you put helpful strategies on autopilot. That makes it more 
likely they’ll happen, and frees up your mind for other things.  
 



By contrast, studies show that we actually have a finite amount of willpower each day – 
willpower can be depleted. In his article The Science of Productivity, Gregory Ciotti 
summarizes the research: 
 

Perhaps worst of all, numerous studies on the concept of “ego-depletion” have provided 
some evidence that suggests our willpower is a limited resource that can be used up in 
it’s entirety. The more you fight it, the more gas you burn. An empty tank leads to 
empty motivation.   

 
For example, if you’re constantly having to “carve out” time in your schedule to study, 
exercise, do the cleaning, and so forth, you’ll get to a point where you just don’t have the 
energy to do that carving.  
 
The solution? Make appointments in your calendar, at regular times of the day or week as 
much as possible, for small manageable tasks.  
 

2. Remember the Three R’s of Habit Change 

There are three basic steps to changing from one habit to another, more helpful habit. This 
has been proven in many psychology studies, so it’s nothing new under the sun. But, author 
and productivity coach James Clear (www.JamesClear.com) renames these three steps in an 
easy-to-remember format that he calls the “Three R’s”: Reminder, Routine, and Reward.  
 

 Reminder – Your cue right before your appointment with yourself. This might be a 
phone alarm or ding on your Google calendar.  
 

 Routine – Doing the new activity the same time every day or every week.  
 

 Reward – Getting something positive soon after you do the new activity (every 
time). This might be a little time with your favorite guilty pleasure, like 15 minutes 
on Facebook, or an exercise break, or something as simple as crossing it off on your 
weekly calendar.   

 

1. Start New Habits With Small, Easy Little Pieces 

Summarizing the research, Gregory Ciotti writes: 
 

To make matters worse, research by Kenneth McGraw was able to show that the biggest 
“wall” to success was often just getting started. Additional research in this area suggests 
that we’re prone to procrastinating on large projects because we visualize the worst 
parts; the perfect way to delay getting started.  
 

The solution? Each piece of your weekly appointments with yourself should feel very 
doable – as James Clear writes, “so small you can’t say no.” Does working for four straight 

http://psycnet.apa.org/index.cfm?fa=search.displayRecord&uid=1998-01923-011
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-6494.1982.tb00745.x/abstract;jsessionid=906BB10F2BC06986251AECBD89007203.d03t03


hours on homework feel daunting? Break it up into 60 or 90-minute segments throughout 
the week instead.  
 
To create good habits that you can stick to, make appointments with yourself every week 
that feel small and doable. This combination – appointments that are both regular and 
manageable in size – will help overcome procrastination and feelings of being 
overwhelmed.  
 

4. When A New Habit Isn’t Sticking, Take Time To Understand Why 

When you miss an appointment with yourself – for example, you don’t work on homework 
when you say you will – make a note of it. If you notice a pattern of missing a certain 
appointment with yourself more than twice, ask yourself: What about this new habit isn’t 
working?  
 
Perhaps the new habit is missing one of the Three R’s. Or maybe there are other reasons 
why it seems good on paper, but doesn’t actually fit into your life.  
 
Figure that out, then adjust to a different habit and try again.  

Patti’s Story: 

When I was working on my new coaching business, I needed to find more time to do it. At first 
I resolved to get up at 5 a.m. like my husband did, to get some work done before my toddler 
got up. But I rarely could do it. At first, I got down on myself for having no willpower. Then I 
sort of stepped back and looked at why it wasn’t happening. A big part of it was sleep: I rarely 
got to sleep before 10, and I needed about nine hours’ sleep to have the energy and patience 
for a toddler.  Working backward, I saw that I was up until 10 p.m. because of when my 
toddler went to bed, and that was in turn influenced by my husband’s schedule…After about 
six months of trying to get my toddler to sleep earlier, I gave up and found other times to work 
on my business that were easier to stick to.  

Habits For The Week: A Checklist 
 
As you set your weekly calendar, check to see if you have incorporated these ideas. While 
they certainly aren’t mandatory, they may help you keep your resolve to carve out time in 
your week for your ICCA program (and after that, your coaching business): 
 

 Weekly Habit #1: Put Yourself In The Driver’s Seat 

Let’s say I ask three people, “How’s your life? How’s your schedule?”  
 
Person A responds: “So busy!”  
Person B responds: “Hectic!”  



Person C responds: “Full, wonderfully full.”  
 
Which person sounds most at peace with their life and their schedule? Let me suggest that 
person C has a life that he or she has chosen more intentionally; that life is “full” of 
activities but all of it chosen.  
 
Ultimately, you have chosen the vast majority of activities in your life. Some might seem 
obligatory, but in reality you have willingly chosen because you are a caring person who is 
responsible to the people you love, even if that means taking on extra responsibilities (like 
driving the kids to soccer practice, or caring for your aging parents). You have “chosen” these 
activities because doing so is consistent with your values.  
 
Others are in your life because they bring you enjoyment (like watching movies or even the 
satisfaction of a clean house). Probably several of them could be deleted right now with no 
ill effect. 
 
When we say that our lives are “busy” or “hectic” we send a subtle message to ourselves 
that we are out of control of our lives. And, allowing ourselves to be “busy” is a terrific way 
to escape having to take a risk and go after our dreams (“I’m too busy to complete the coach 
training”). It’s hard to be “busy” and still be in the driver’s seat of our lives.  
 
By contrast, saying that our lives are “full” means that we are in the driver’s seat of our own 
lives and have chosen all the activities in it for one reason or another – and are free to NOT 
choose certain activities that don’t fulfill our larger life goals and dreams. 
 
So, begin telling yourself that your life is full instead of busy, and choose your activities 
accordingly.  
 

 Weekly Habit #2: Set Appointments With Yourself 

We’ve mentioned this point throughout the book but it has an official place here as a very 
important weekly habit.  
 
When you block out times for yourself to do things, treat them just as importantly as you 
would an appointment with your accountant, with your doctor, or someone else whose 
time you value very much. (After all, whose time do you value more than your own?)  
 
There are two ways you can make appointments with yourself. First, you can make 
appointments for specific tasks – time to watch the module, time to call your practice 
partner, and so on. This is a good strategy if you are a “planner,” if you like crossing tasks of 
a list, or if you have trouble starting tasks that feel big.  
 
However, some folks will find this approach too rigid and constricting. If you are more of an 
“in the moment” person, just build adequate time into your week, without assigning tasks 
to any particular block. Then you can decide, day-by-day, what you will do with each block.  



 
Either way, making appointments with yourself means: 
 

 Saying “no” to other activities and invitations that would conflict with these 
appointments 

 If you have to cancel, making a point to reschedule with yourself 
 If you cannot reschedule, taking a look at why – either adjust your goals or adjust 

your other commitments 

Sydney’s Story: 

What I absolutely love is my phone calendar. Should I schedule something that overlaps 
another thing it tells me. That’s better than putting appointments on a calendar on a wall. I 
want to advise [potential ICCA students], whether you are working or whether you are a home 
maker – which is still a job – I would advise you to keep a calendar so you can prioritize and 
limit distractions, to use every bit of your time the way you want to use it [toward your goals]. 
 

 Weekly Habit #3: Set Appointments For The Same Day or Time Of Day 

Whenever possible, set appointments with yourself to do your ICCA studies at on the same 
days each week, or the same times of day.   
 
Why is this helpful?  
 

 This is part of setting up routine, which is one of the Three R’s of developing a new 
habit.  

 When you have routine periods to work, you will settle into them more quickly.  
 You’ll leave that time slot available for yourself and you’re less likely to 

overschedule yourself.  
 You’ll develop other routines around them which will support the new habit – for 

example, you’ll develop habits of sleeping and eating that will prepare you to be at 
your best and ready to work when the appointment comes.  

 Other people in your life (for example, family) will learn the routine and will better 
be able to support you to keep the appointment.   

Ruby’s Story: 

…I had made what was for me an enormous financial commitment, so I treated it as though I 
was going to school and I needed to “get to class.” So my time became organized around 
attending life supervision sessions and then doing enough coursework to have something to 
debrief in those sessions. Gave me a structure around which to organize the rest of my life, and 
energy to get done some things I had not been getting done. 
 



 Weekly Habit #4: Set Appointments in 90-Minute Blocks, With Breaks  

As you look at your week, plan blocks of work time in chunks no longer than 90 minutes. If 
you plan several of these in a row, plan breaks of 15-20 minutes in between and make sure 
you take them. 
 
Why?  
 
More than 50 years ago, pioneering sleep researcher Nathan Kleitman discovered our sleep 
runs in 90-minute cycles (shorter for children). He also discovered that our daytime 
rhythms also run in this 90-minute cycle. This has since been dubbed our "ultradian 
rhythm."  
 
When we work with these cycles (rather than trying to push through them), we naturally 
have higher focus and productivity. Try to work longer, and our focus and productivity 
diminishes significantly (even if we try to artificially stimulate it with caffeine or sugar). 
Take the break, and we can have the same degree of high focus for another 90 minutes.  
 
Another benefit of the shorter work time is the sense of urgency it creates: if you know you 
only have 90 minutes, you’ll have an easier time going “all out” with your focus and effort, 
knowing a break is coming, than trying to pace yourself through an all-nighter. It’s also 
easier to dive into tough projects, knowing it’s only for a short time.  
 
Don’t have 90 minutes all in one block? Just schedule in what you have – 60 minutes, 45 
minutes, even thirty minutes. What’s important is that you limit these blocks to 90 minutes 
at most – and that you give your assignment your complete attention during this time.  

Glenn Livingston’s Story: 

I have two periods of “hyper-focus” time each day: I find two 90-minute periods during the day 
when I am totally focused on a project. That means no phone, no eating, not even getting up 
for the bathroom if possible. And I find that I get more done in those two 90-minute periods 
than I get done the rest of the day.  By the way, I have John Chancellor to thank for this 
crushing insight!  
 

 Weekly Habit #5: Prioritize Self-Care 

Make sure each week contains enough self-care to keep you healthy, rested, and nourished. 
This is vitally important to making all your other goals possible.  
 
Why is this vital?  
 
If you are healthy, you will make the most of the study time you do have. It’s better to have 
enough sleep and a little less study time than the other way around. Tony Schwartz,  
author of Be Excellent at Anything: The Four Keys to Transforming the Way We Work and 
Live, writes:  



 

If we work at high intensity for more than 90 minutes, we begin to draw on these 
emergency reserves [of stress hormones adrenaline, noradrenalin and cortisol] to keep 
us going. Effectively, that means we move from parasympathetic to sympathetic 
arousal -- a physiological state more commonly known as "fight or flight." … One 
consequence of relying on our stress hormones as a source of energy, for example, is 
that the prefrontal cortex begins to shut down in fight or flight. We become more 
reactive and less capable of thinking clearly, reflectively or imaginatively. 

Taking time to eat well, exercise and get enough sleep may push your timeline for 
completing your coaching program out a bit – but it will keep you from running on 
adrenaline (or caffeine, which does the same thing).  
 
Take care of yourself first. Remember, that’s why ICCA has given you a full 12 months to 
complete your program.  

Daniel’s Story: 

[Two of my] biggest tools are diet and sleep. The helps me with mental clarity so I don’t waste 
time, and physical energy so I can get things done more quickly and efficiently. Prior to 
starting ICCA, wasting time was my biggest concern – especially when I was very, very tired, I 
could find myself lost on Facebook for an hour or so – and going to bed late when I didn’t 
want to. Taking care of myself helped me stop doing that. It also prevents overwhelm and 
flooding and depression.  
 

 Weekly Habit #6: Be Accountable To Someone 

Remember how Ruby attended several supervision sessions every week? She wanted to 
have something to report in the session, so it motivated her to do her other assignments.  
 
Being accountable to someone every week is a great way to establish and keep your 
appointments with yourself to complete your study goals. When you know you will have to 
tell someone what you did (and didn’t do), it gives you that extra oomph to stay focused and 
get it done. It‘s even more effective if you tell this person ahead of time what you intend to 
do.  
 
There are several ways to be accountable to someone while you work on your coaching 
program. You can: 
 

 Hire a coach 

 Attend the same ICCA supervision session(s) every week 

 Set up a peer coaching relationship with another student (partner up with 
another student and have a phone check-in every week; you both get to “report in”) 

 



If you don’t achieve all your goals for the week, there’s no harsh words or reprimand from 
your coach. Your coach or peer coach simply creates a space for you to discuss what 
happened, and what you might do differently the next time to better achieve your goals (for 
example, structuring your time differently, or even adjusting how much you think you can 
achieve each week).  
 
And, being coached is a great way to learn how to be a coach – and that’s why we’re here.  

Activity: Incorporate Habits Into Your Weekly Calendar 
 
Before going further, make a point to look back over your first-month calendar and add in 
the tips you’ve just read.  (Try this even if you have not registered yet, and it’s just a 
“practice” calendar). 
 
Yes, I have checked my one-month calendar to make sure I have: 
 

 Appointments with myself – enough to achieve my goals 

 Blocks that are 45-90 minutes long, with breaks built in 

 Routines: appointments for the same days or time of day as much as possible 

 Large tasks broken into smaller, manageable pieces (as needed) 

 Rewards built in for a job well done 

 Someone to be accountable to  

 Adequate time for self care (including plenty of sleep; time to make nourishing 
meals; exercise  - even if it’s only walking a few days a week; and prayer, 
meditation or other spiritual/mental renewal)  

 
Got that? Great! Let’s go on to Daily Habits.  

Habits For Each Day: The Three R’s In Action 
 
Let’s check in: You have decided how much of your ICCA program you can accomplish each 
month in order to finish. You have set up appointments for yourself each week to meet 
your monthly progress goals toward finishing. You have set up these appointments at 
regular times (when possible), in manageable chunks, and you’ve been careful to keep 
enough self-care in your schedule to stay healthy and rested.  
 
After that, each day pretty much runs itself, doesn’t it?  
 
Well, almost. There are a few daily habits you can add in to make the weekly appointments 
with yourself actually happen. Let’s look at some of those.  



 

 Daily Habit #1: The Night Before, Set Yourself Up for Success 

Each night, look at your schedule for the next day. What are the two or three things that 
must happen the next day – and can do the night before to be ready? For example, do you 
need to… 
 

 Press clothes?  
 Confirm a phone appointment?  
 Prepare food?  
 Look up an address or phone number to take with you on your errands?  
 Track down documents you’ll need for an appointment? 
 Set your alarm for a different time?  

 
Make “set yourself up for success” a nightly habit. This will make your day run smoother 
and feel less “hectic.” It will also ensure you are able to keep all of your appointments 
(including the ones with yourself) the next day.  

Charlotte’s Story: 

I am a very meticulous planner and very goal oriented. So I make sure that the day before I 
make notes about when various things will happen – appointments, childcare help, etc. That 
lets me know what time I have left for the modules.  

Patti’s Story: 

Although I have a weekly appointment calendar on Google, things always come up so I need to 
adjust as I go. I’ve learned to create a to-do list with three columns, one for my son, one for 
work, and one for “other.” Each night I look over what’s accumulated there and highlight any 
must-do items for the next day in each column. Then I make sure I am prepared to do each of 
them, and I also think through when I’ll be able to do them: will I need child-care to 
accomplish them, or will I need to bump some other task off the day’s calendar? [Prepping the 
night before] has really helped me from overscheduling myself.    
 

 Daily Habit #2: “Miracle Morning” 

If the start of your day is intentional and unrushed, the rest of your day will be more 
focused, calmer, and more successful.  
 
How to do this?  
 
First and foremost, get up early enough to allow some personal time. Ideally, wake up 
before any children or other people who need your care are up. Then, do the same things 
with this time very day. This might include: 
 
 



1. Do some physical and/or mental self-care: exercise, meditate, journal, enjoy the 
sunrise, identify five things you are grateful for, etc.  

 
2. Eat or drink something nutritious. (If you aren’t ready to eat, have some water.) 

 
3. Think about the day ahead, and prioritize your most important goals – what do 

you need to accomplish, no matter what? Identify (or remind yourself of) 1-3 top 
goals for the day.  

 
4. Ask yourself, what do I need to do to make this a great day?  

 
The amount of time you allow for your Miracle Morning is up to you. It might be 20 
minutes, or if you go to the gym it might be 90 minutes. Regardless, try doing the same 
rituals every day; notice how it sets you up to stay focused, motivated and optimistic 
throughout your day.  

Glenn Livingston’s Story: 

I get up at 5 every morning. I go to the gym, the come home and make veggie juice. At 6:30 I 
journal and organize the day for 20 minutes. What’s my single top priority for the day, the 
must do? 
 

 Daily Habit #3: Phone Alarms 

Set phone alarms for 10-15 minutes before important appointments, including 
appointments with yourself. This will give you time to finish whatever you are currently 
doing and transition to the new activity.  
 
This is especially helpful when you are starting a new habit – remember that “Reminder” is 
the first of the “Three R’s.”  

Sydney’s Story: 

I set alarms throughout the day to remind me to do things, especially in my evening hours.  
 

 Daily Habit #4: Success Log 

Sometimes, when our lives are very full and we’re juggling multiple commitments, progress 
on our goals may be so slow that it hardly feels we are making any progress at all. This can 
be quite discouraging and tempt us to give up. The Success Log is a great antidote to that.  
 
At the end of the day, simply make a list of all the things you accomplished that day. They 
maybe big or small accomplishments; this may include tasks (finished my homework as 
planned), appointments kept (had great focus for my 60-minute homework slot), or ways of 
being (stayed focused even when I was tempted to goof off on Facebook).  
 



Even on a day when it feels like you’re totally in over your head, when you step back and 
log your accomplishments you’ll always find you accomplished something. (Had to totally 
ditch my schedule to take my child to the ER, but I handled it well and I’m grateful I was there 
for her when she needed me.) Celebrate this success; let it encourage and energize you to 
move forward.   
 
This makes your Success Log one of the “Rewards” in your Three R’s system.  
 
Note: The Success Log is related to Daily Habit #1, Set Yourself Up For Success, and may be 
done as part of the same nightly process.  
 

 Daily Habit #5: Avoid multi-tasking 

Research on multi-tasking shows two important things: 
 

1. Multi-taskers have the sense that they’ve accomplished a lot 
2. Multi-taskers actually accomplish less than people who do not multitask 

 
How can both of these be true?  
 
According to researcher Zhen Wang, multi-taskers feel more “emotionally satisfied” with 
their work. However, this did not match the actual amount of work they completed.  
 
In addition, Stanford researcher Clifford Nass found that multi-taskers were actually 
terrible at every aspect of multi-tasking, including filtering information, switching cleanly 
between tasks, and keeping information in their working memory.  
 
What does this mean for you?  
 
When you have an appointment with yourself for a piece of your coaching homework, give 
it your full attention for that time. You’ll get more done, with a higher quality result.  
 
 
Please go to the next page for an opportunity to try all of the Daily Habits described in this 
section.  

  



Activity: Incorporate Habits Into Your Daily Calendar 

What It Is: 

This activity will guide you to incorporate all of the Daily Habits into your life for the next 
24 hours, so you can experience firsthand how they impact your life. For the purposes of 
this activity, it doesn’t matter if you have enrolled in the ICCA program yet, or not.  

What To Do:  

Check each item off as you do them. 

Tonight: 

 Do Set Myself Up For Success  

 Decide when you will start Miracle Morning 

 Set Phone Alarms for key appointments 

Tomorrow: 

 Do Miracle Morning 

 Stay focused/keep your Appointments 

 Avoid Multi-tasking (or at least, do less than usual) 

 Complete the Success Log 

 Enjoy other planned and unplanned Rewards (as long as they don’t sidetrack 
appointments) 

Final Thoughts: 

Now ask yourself, how did it go? What was your day like, compared to other days? Is there 
anything else you need to add into your daily rituals, based on this experience? 
 
Write any thoughts on these questions below, then move on to the next section.  
 
  



Part IV: Becoming Unstoppable 

Okay, you may ask, but what if I’m still stopped? What if I can’t seem to get the success habits 
integrated into my life, and I’m not making progress on the coaching program?  
 
If this is the case, it’s time to do some troubleshooting. Look over the list of possible issues 
and solutions – which ones may apply? 
 

1. Your new habits aren’t sticking because you don’t have the Three R’s built in 

2. You need to push out your completion date – giving yourself more time 

3. You need to move your completion date closer – making your goals more urgent 

4. You need a coach or peer coach (to make yourself accountable to someone) 

5. Coach training is not actually what you most want to be doing right now 

6. You may be stopped by a fear, which is masquerading itself as an obstacle 

 
Let’s take a look at #6 in more detail.  
 
As I explain in my free book, How To Finance Your Coaching Dreams, sometimes we focus 
on obstacles (rather than solving them) because it’s safer than taking a risk and going after 
our dreams. Other times, we just feel so overwhelmed that we literally can’t think straight, 
and we need an objective second mind to help us problem-solve. Either way it’s a good idea 
to get a coach or peer coach to work through it with you. 
 
Meanwhile, here are a few common objections I hear about restructuring one’s schedule, 
and quick ideas for handling each.  
 

Objection #1: “I don’t like to be so scheduled/rigid – I prefer to be spontaneous” 

Okay, fair enough. Regardless, you still need to have time available to do the work in your 
program.  
 

 Antidote #1: Just reserve blocks of time, unassigned. Then use that block 
however you need to each day, spontaneously – just be sure to use it for work 
 

 Antidote #2: Do the miracle morning exercise. Know your most important task 
for the day; and do it whenever it feels right.   

 



Daniel’s Story: 

Time and calendar –I tried that but its much more fluid now. I would prefer to have 2-3 hours 
to drop into my creativity but I had to realize with my job and kids that it wasn’t like that – I 
had to change.  
 
Everything works under a larger umbrella, and that is my to-do list: the three most important 
things for the day (projects, people I need to connect with and people I need things from, 
things that have to happen), and everything sort of works under that. I don’t allocate 20 
minutes to this, 20 minutes to that, but those things come before everything else, and those 
things are where I have the fluidity. 
 

Objection #2: “My situation is special/harder than most” 

Remember my client, who believed she did not have enough time for her job search 
because her father was very ill? Once she did her time journal she discovered that she 
actually had more discretionary time than she thought. Remember, staying busy is a way to 
stay safe. 
 
You actually may have it “harder” than most. However, this does not necessarily prevent 
you from accomplishing your goals and dreams. It may simply change your timeline, or the 
way you achieve them. For example, I have a fitness-coaching colleague with 5 children 
under 12. Recently, one of them was in the hospital for 6 weeks with a rare disease. She 
kept doing her podcasts, from the hospital waiting room, and she kept doing her group 
coaching calls, at 6 in the morning.  
 
What makes this mother and coach unstoppable is that she has chosen to be unstoppable; 
she keeps up her good habits; she is accountable to dozens of people in her group coaching 
sessions. When she encounters an obstacle she finds a way to move around it.  
 
Feel like a very large responsibility or problem consumes your time? Try the following:  
 

 Antidote #1: Do a time journal and see where your time goes. Make decisions from 
the objective data, rather than your feeling about how things are going.  
 

 Antidote #2: Get a coach or peer coach. This will help because a coach creates (a) a 
place to able to tell your story will help you feel heard; this in turn allows you to (b) 
move on and creatively solve the problem at hand.  

 

Objection #3: “Things just keep coming up/It’s just one thing after another (I am not in 
control, just ask me)” 

One of my clients had big dreams to start her own therapy business and eventually open a 
retreat center in an exotic location.  She had funding, a vision for the final result, and talent 



– you’d think there’d be no stopping her. However, she put off her first steps again and 
again, even though we’d worked them out in great detail.   
 
In the meantime, she was completely unstoppable when it came to any issues concerning 
her children and family – handling all the issues at school, taking her children to classes, 
and so forth. She always said “yes” to new projects they wanted to do.  
 
Does this sound like your life – do you take excellent care of everyone around you, while 
your own personal goals languish? Then consider the following antidotes:  
 

 Antidote #1: Take baby steps – but take them. Are you taking an “all or nothing” 
approach to your coaching program or your business? In other words, if you can’t 
work on it at the pace you want, do you just give up and don’t do it at all? Adjust 
your timeline, with small projects that are spaced farther apart.  

 
 Antidote #2: Consider delegating. Who could rise to the occasion and take on some 

of the caretaking? You never know – someone may be more than happy to 
contribute.  

 

The bottom line: It starts with a choice.  

When you make up your mind to be unstoppable, you commit to finding creative ways 
around your obstacles. The great thing is, you can make this commitment to yourself even 
if you don’t yet know how to overcome them. And this includes a very busy schedule.  
 
Ready to try this on for size? Here’s a brief, step-by step guide for becoming unstoppable.  

Activity: How To Become Unstoppable 

1. Make that conscious commitment to yourself.  

Say, “I am unstoppable. I will find a way around every obstacle, and if I can’t figure it out 
I will get help.” Say it every day.  

2. Decide what you will be unstoppable for.  

What, exactly, is your goal or end game? Develop a vision for yourself, one that you 
want desperately.  

Patti’s Story: 

Mine [end game] was financial independence and security, while also having time for my 
baby. It was a huge motivator; even in the darkest of times when I felt like giving up. After 
about 2 days of feeling sorry for myself I would just stop and say, “No, you can’t give up, 
because you want this result so badly, you know you’ll do whatever it takes to get there.” That 



happened several times during the 11 months I took to complete the certification, and it 
always turned itself around in that way. 

3. Have a “Patron Saint of Unstoppable.”  

Who do you admire that has successfully dealt with your same obstacles, or who has it 
worse than you and is unstoppable? You don’t have to adopt their methods exactly. Just the 
attitude of being unstoppable. (Thanks to Barbara Sher for this idea in her coaching book 
“Wishcraft: How To Get What You Really Want.”)  

4. Do a time diary to discover where you time really goes. 

See Part I of this book for details.  

5. Get accountable to someone with coaching skills on this topic. (Now. Today.) 

 Option #1: Attend the live supervision sessions and talk about it 
 

 Option #2: Hire a private coach (one of the master coaches from ICCA, an alum of the 
ICCA program, or someone else).  

 
 Option #3: Join the program, then set up a peer coaching trade with someone in the 

program on this topic specifically.  
 

o Keep the meetings strictly on-topic, as if you were each paying a coach.  
(After a meeting is done you can chat about anything else you want.)  

o Look for this person on the ICCA Facebook page or in a supervision session; I 
promise there will be others (who have likely read this book) who want to do 
the exact same thing.  

6. Use the time diary and the coaching sessions to address whatever specific issues 
come up for you. Set up success habits – either from this book or others.  

Final Thoughts: We’re Rooting For You 
 
In all likelihood, it IS possible to make time in your schedule to complete a coaching 
program, and it is possible for you to build a thriving practice as a coach, even while you 
balance other important life commitments. Hopefully this book has significantly helped you 
in this process.  
 
If you still have questions, please give us a call.   We look forward to hearing from you! 

www.TryTheProgram.com  
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